Down:
1. In 1916, Georgia Tech defeated __________ College 222-0, one of the most lopsided outcomes in major-sports history.
4. Historic ______ Field
7. ________, Old-Fashioned Hate.
8. Yellow Jacket ______ is a tradition where the football team walks from the buses to the stadium.
10. Russ ______ Stadium
14. __ Caps

Across:
2. Official mascot of the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets?
3. Shirley Clements ______ Field
5. At the end of every sporting event that the Georgia Tech band plays at, the event is ended with a playing of “The ________.”
6. “I’m a Ramblin’ __________ from Georgia Tech
9. McCamish __________
11. What’s the _____ word?
12. John ________
13. Ken ________ Tennis Complex
15. “Up with the ________ and ________”
16. In the Mini 500 race during homecoming week, students race using what vehicle?